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the institute of certified public accountants in ireland

ADVANCED CORPORATE REPORTNG 
professional 2 examination - august 2015

time allowed: 3.5 hours, plus 20 minutes to read the paper. You are required to answer ALL questions.

If you make an assumption in any question, 
please state your assumption clearly.

Case Study
superhero plc (superhero) is an irish listed company that manufactures and distributes top-of-the-range security
equipment. superhero prepares consolidated financial statements in accordance with international financial reporting
standards (ifrs) up to 30 June each year. as a newly qualified certified public accountant (cpa), you commenced
employment with superhero three months ago. You have just recently returned from vacation to the news that the finance
director (another cpa), brian thor, has been signed off on long-term sick leave with immediate effect. You understand
that brian was working on the draft consolidated financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2015. before you went
on holiday, you had heard that there was an incident on 1 february 2015 at the main manufacturing plant. the incident
was reported in the local newspaper and has subsequently led to a number of personal injury compensation claims. to
date, six claims have been made. if these claims are successful, it is likely that a further two staff who were also injured
will make claims. superhero’s lawyers estimate that it is probable that the claims will succeed and that the estimated
average cost of each pay-out will be €25,000. one thing you are certain about is that brian thor had felt under severe
pressure to finalise the consolidated financial statements as John aquaman, the managing director of superhero, was
not someone who tolerated staff missing deadlines. indeed, before going off sick, brian was known to have been in his
office working on the financial statements until 2am.

it is tuesday morning and you are in your office catching up on some emails when John aquaman phones, asking you
to call into his office immediately. You grab your coffee and head up to John’s office. 

“Come in” he says. “Did you have a nice holiday? You have probably heard that Brian is off on long-term sick leave. We
have a real problem in that we need the draft financial statements finalised by next Monday. There is a board meeting and
the final accounts have to be presented before we can agree a date for the auditors to come in”. John then hands you a
folder (appendix 1) containing extracts from the first draft of the consolidated financial statements for the year ended 30
June 2015. 

“Regarding these outstanding issues (see below), I need an explanation of any accounting adjustments, together with any
calculations required. You know much more about the technical requirements for IFRS than Brian, as you qualified recently.
I think it is important that we don’t give the auditors any information that they can use as an excuse to delay the finalisation
of their audit report. As you know, I was most unhappy with the standard of the audit service provided last year. I have
read in the financial press that IFRS are making increasing use of fair values. However, the board of directors is anxious
to use historic cost wherever possible in order to reduce the volatility within the financial statements. At the last board
meeting one of the directors suggested that we make more use of a ‘true and fair override’ where appropriate. I read
somewhere that there is something similar in IFRS, and I suggest we make use of that in the preparation of our own
financial statements”. John then hands you another folder (appendix 2) marked ‘confidential’. “The board is considering
constructing a new headquarters building and is currently reviewing potential bidders who will be invited to submit for the
work. There is an expectation that the work will cost around €30 million, and I would like you to comment on one of the
main prospective bidders, Gobuild plc (Gobuild), a company listed on the Irish Stock Market”. John hands you a folder
marked ‘outstanding issues’ and says “as you know, the year-end profit figure is of critical importance. In order to retain
the confidence of shareholders and lenders we need to report as high a profit as possible”. he indicates that, on the
assumption that the forthcoming board meeting goes well, you will receive a generous bonus in your next pay packet.

John gets up and opens the door and concludes “I think you will do a good job for us, good luck.” You leave and return
to your office. When you return to your office you telephone home to say you will not be back until very late.

Outstanding Issues:

1. on 1 october 2014, superhero acquired six million of bright limited’s (bright) eight million issued €1 ordinary
shares. the purchase consideration comprised:

• an issue of four shares in superhero for every one share acquired in bright. on 1 october 2014, superhero’s
market share price was €4.50.

• a payment of €10 million in cash, deferred until 1 october 2017. an appropriate discount rate is 8% per
annum.
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on 1 october 2014, the carrying value of bright’s net assets amounted to €140 million. this was equivalent to the
fair value of net assets acquired, except in respect of bright’s internet domain name. the domain was registered
several years ago and is maintained by the payment of a small annual fee which is recognised in administrative
expenses. however, in september 2014 bright was offered €4 million by a company in the united Kingdom for the
domain name, an offer which was subsequently refused. the directors of bright were of the opinion that the domain
name has an indefinite useful life. superhero prefers to measure goodwill using the proportionate method wherever
possible. the draft consolidated financial statements (appendix 1) include 24 million €1 ordinary shares recognised
in ordinary share capital, with a corresponding figure of €24 million debit included in intangible assets. bright’s profit
for the year (attributable to ordinary shareholders) amounted to €8 million.

2. in order to persuade a large retail bank to purchase a new security system, superhero offered a deferred payment
contract. the security system, with a selling price of €4 million, was delivered to the customer on 1 July 2014. the
bank paid 20% of the selling price on that particular date. the balance will become payable on 1 July 2015. the
applicable finance charge is 8% per annum. the draft consolidated statement of profit and loss and other
comprehensive income includes €4 million in revenue with respect to this transaction. 

3. during the year ended 30 June 2015, superhero commenced the redevelopment of one of its manufacturing plants.
this particular plant was not in use as the premises were in a state of disrepair. discussions with architects
commenced on 1 november 2014, and planning permission was granted on 1 december 2014. the first
expenditure in relation to the redevelopment was incurred on 1 february 2015 and the redevelopment was
completed on 30 June 2015. the redevelopment was funded out of loan finance already in place during the year,
as follows:

• €7.2 million of loan finance paying 5% interest per annum
• €1.2 million of loan finance paying 6.5% interest per annum.

the total cost of construction work was €1 million and brian thor has capitalised €43,333 of finance costs (being
eight months of interest on redevelopment costs of €1 million) in the draft consolidated financial statements.

4. the following information is provided in respect to the defined benefit pension plan operated by superhero for the
year ended 30 June 2015: 

€’000
fair value of planned assets at 1 July 2014 4,500
present value of obligation at 1 July 2014 5,550
current service costs 720
benefits paid 863
contributions paid 615
fair value of plan assets 30 June 2015 6,570
present value of obligation at 30 June 2015 8,363

the yield on blue chip corporate bonds at 1 July 2014 was 5% and all benefits and contributions were to be paid
on 30 June 2015. on 1 July 2014, the pension plan was amended to provide additional benefits, effective from that
date. the present value of the additional benefits at 1 July 2014 amounted to €525,000.

5. on 1 July 2014, superhero entered into a four-year lease agreement for a new, specialised piece of machinery.
the machine, which had a cash value of €627,200, was leased under an agreement which requires superhero to
make four annual payments of €153,600 on 30 June each year, and an initial non-refundable deposit of €80,000.
the deposit was paid on 1 July 2014, and the first annual payment was duly made on 30 June 2015. both payments
were posted to administrative expenses. the machine has an estimated useful life of four years, and superhero
is responsible for the maintenance of the machine during the lease term. superhero allocates finance charges on
the basis of the sum-of-the-digits method.

6. one of the senior engineers at superhero has been working on a process to improve manufacturing efficiency
and, consequently, reduce manufacturing costs. the senior engineer believes that the cost savings will exceed the
project costs within twelve months of their implementation. regulatory testing and health and safety approval was
obtained on 1 september 2014 and the project was finally completed on 10 July 2015. costs of €3 million, incurred
during the year to 30 June 2015, have been recognised as an intangible asset. an offer for the new technology of
€1.4 million has been received and rejected by the company. John aquaman believes that the project will be a major
success and has the potential to save the company €2 million in perpetuity. the director of research at superhero
is not convinced about the long-term prospects of the new process and is of the opinion that competitors will have
developed similar technology within five years. it is estimated that the present value of future cost savings will be
€1.9 million over this period. after that, there is no certainty about its future. 
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7. on 1 July 2014, superhero issued 3% loan notes with a nominal value of €750,000. they were issued at a 5%
discount and issue costs of €13,000 were incurred. the loan notes will be repayable at a premium of 10% after
four years. the effective rate of interest is 7.25%.

8. brian thor has made a note in the file indicating that in order to avoid adverse publicity, the lawyers have
recommended that superhero settles the personal injury claims out of court as quickly as possible at their estimated
amount for all eight employees injured. the personal injury claim is in advanced stages and superhero’s insurance
company has agreed to refund the costs of the claim once the claims have been settled. an additional three
employees have made claims for stress, rather than injury, arising from the accident. if these claims were to be
successful the lawyers have estimated that the likely pay-out would be around €10,000 per employee. however,
the lawyers have stated that they believe it would be very unlikely that these employees will win such a case. 

REQUIREMENT:

(a) prepare a confidential report for John aquaman that includes:

(i) a critique of the required ifrs accounting treatment for each of the outstanding issues above, preparing
relevant calculations and discussing the impact, where appropriate, on the consolidated statement of profit
or loss and other comprehensive income and the consolidated statement of financial position.

(50 marks)

(ii) in so far as the information provided allows, a revised consolidated statement of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income for the year end 30 June 2015.

(10 marks)

(b) critically analyse any ethical issues arising from the information provided in the case study, identifying and
explaining any steps that should be taken to address them.

(16 marks)

(c) critically evaluate the financial performance and position of gobuild from the viewpoint of using this company to
construct superhero’s new headquarters. You should calculate a maximum of five additional relevant ratios as well
as identifying and justifying matters that require further investigation. 

(17 marks)

(d) discuss whether an agreed international framework for financial reporting is needed in order to resolve practical
accounting issues.

(7 marks)

[Total: 100 Marks]



APPENDIX 1:

Superhero Group 
Draft Consolidated Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income 

for the year end 30 June 2015
€’000

revenue 13,240
cost of sales (8,825)
gross profit 4,415
distribution expenses (2,570)
administrative expenses (800)
profit from operations 1,045
finance costs (100)
profit before taxation 945
income tax (213)
profit for the year 732

other comprehensive income -
total comprehensive income for the period 732

Superhero Group
Draft Consolidated Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2015

€’000
ASSETS
non-current assets
intangibles 249,477
property, plant and equipment 786,000

1,035,477

current assets
inventories 29,018
trade receivables 45,703
cash and cash equivalents 23,820

98,541

Total assets 1,134,018

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
ordinary share capital 1,000,000
revaluation surplus 900
retained earnings 62,866
equity 1,063,766

non-current liabilities
loans 10,252

current liabilities 60,000
Total equity and liabilities 1,134,018
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APPENDIX 2:
Gobuild

Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income 
for the year ending 30 June 2015

2015 2014
€’000 €’000

revenue 15,300 16,400
cost of sales (12,600) (12,500)
gross profit 2,700 3,900
administrative expenses (500) (600)
profit from operations 2,200 3,300
finance costs  (100) (200)
profit before tax 2,100 3,100
income tax (400) (600)

1,700 2,500
EPS 6.8 cents 10 cents

Gobuild
Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 

2015 2014
€’000 €’000 €’000 €’000

ASSETS
Non-current assets
property, plant and equipment 22,400 20,100
goodwill 11,600 12,300

Current assets
inventories 6,100 7,200
trade receivables 4,800 3,500
cash 2,600 1,500

13,500 12,200
Total assets 47,500 44,600

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
issued capital 1€ ordinary shares 25,000 25,000
share premium 3,500 3,500
retained earnings 3,000 2,200

31,500 30,700
Non-current liabilities
long-term borrowings 8,500 9,000
current liabilities
trade payables 5,600 2,800
other payables 1,900 2,100

7,500 4,900
total equity and liabilities 47,500 44,600
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Additional information:
Industry

2015 2014 Average 2014
p/e ratio 15.5 13.5 16.8
return on capital employed 5.5% 8.3% 9%

• the company dividend has been maintained at 5 cents per share, the same level as in 2014.
• the order book is healthy, with a number of firm commitments for work throughout 2016 and 2017.

Other information:

the 8% relevant present value (pV) rates are as follows:

Year     PV
1          0.9259
2          0.8573
3          0.7938
4          0.7350
5          0.6806
6          0.6302
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SOLUTION 1

(a)
Note: these are suggested solutions, but were students have made valid and relevant points/arguments
marks are awarded accordingly.

Report Confidential

to: John aquaman

from: cpa

subject: superhero: commentary on accounting treatment of outstanding issues for financial 
statements year ended 30 June 2015

date: xx/xx/xxxx

dear John,

as requested, i have set out below the accounting treatment for each of the outstanding issues. in each case, i have
prepared relevant calculations and discussed the relevant impact(s) on the financial statements. a revised
consolidated statement of profit and loss and other comprehensive income for the year ending 30 June 2015 has
been included in the appendix. 

Issue 1
Acquisition of Bright
the acquisition of 6 million out of eight million shares currently in issue does appear to confer control upon
superhero, because 75% of the ordinary shares were acquired and there is no indication to the contrary. from 30
June 2014, therefore, bright should be consolidated as a subsidiary, with 100% of revenue, assets, expenses and
liabilities recognised in the consolidated financial statements, along with the non-controlling interest of 25%. assets
and liabilities should be recognised at fair value of acquisition. the domain name in bright appears to meets the
criteria for recognition as an intangible asset under ias38 intangible assets. it is clearly separable (can be sold and
purchased separately) and it arises from contractual rights. the recent bid for it suggests that its fair value is €4
million, and this should be added to the existing total of net assets to give a revised figure of €144 million.

an intangible asset with an indefinite life should be tested annually for impairment. no amortisation adjustment is
required.

an adjusting accounting entry is required in respect of the initial issue of shares by superhero. it was correct to
recognise €24 million ordinary share capital but an adjustment is also required to share premium, 24 million shares
at the then current market price of €4.50 results in a purchase consideration of €108 million. a credit to the share
premium (108-24) of €84 million is required. the investment should be reversed and replaced with goodwill on
consolidation.

purchase consideration also comprises deferred consideration which will be payable in cash on 1 october 2017.
this should be recognised on acquisition at a discounted value, calculated as follows:

€10 million x 1 /(1.08)3 = €7.9m (rounded). this discount should be unwound until the date of payment on 1 october
2017. each year the amount unwound should be recognised as a finance cost in profit or loss. for the nine months
ended 30 June 2015 the finance cost should be: €7.9m x 8% x 9/12 = €474,000. this amount should be added to
the deferred consideration liability: €7.9m + €0.474m = €8.4m (rounded).
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goodwill should be calculated as follows:
€ ‘000

24 million new shares at €4.50 108,000
deferred consideration 7,900

115,900
non-controlling interest (nci) (€144 x 25%) 36,000

151,900
less: fair value of net assets at date of acquisition 144,000
goodwill 7,900

Journals required
€ ‘000 € ‘000

dr consolidated assets and liabilities (sofp) 144,000
dr goodwill (sofp) 7,900
cr investment in bright (intangibles) 24,000
cr share premium 84,000
cr non-controlling interest (sofp) 36,000
cr deferred consideration (sofp) 7,900
dr finance cost (sploci) 474
cr deferred consideration (sofp) 474

profit of the year in the consolidated financial statements should be increased by bright’s profits for the period since
acquisition (i.e post acquisition profits): €8m x 9/12 = €6m. of this, €4.5m is attributable to superhero, and €1.5m
to nci.

Issue 2
When an extended period of credit is offered to customer (a retail bank in this instance) revenue recognised will have
two elements: first, the fair value of the goods on the date of sale, and second, financing income. future receipts
from the bank should be discounted to their present value at the imputed interest rate, in this case 8%. 

the customer paid €800,000 on 1 July 2014 (€4m x 20%). at that date the present value of the amount receivable
on 1 July 2015 was (€4m x 80%) x 1/(1.08)2 = €2.74m.

revenue to be recognised in respect of this transaction in the year ended 30 June 2015:
€’000

sale of goods (€0.8 + €1.4m) 2,200
financing income (€2.74m x 8%) 219

2,419

carrying amount of receivable (€2.74m x 1.08) 2,959

superhero has recognised €4m in revenue in respect of this transaction and therefore an adjustment of €1.6m is
required.

€ ‘000 € ‘000
dr sploci 1,600
cr trade receivables 1,600

Issue 3
under ias 23 Borrowing Costs certain borrowing costs form part of the cost of a qualifying asset. a qualifying asset
is an asset that takes a substantial period of time to get ready for its intended use or sale. this includes property,
plant and equipment provided it is not ready for use. the redevelopment of the manufacturing plant is therefore a
qualifying asset, as it was in disrepair and not in use.

borrowing costs are defined as interest and other costs that an entity incurs in connection with the borrowing of
funds. only borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of the qualifying
asset should be capitalised – which are those borrowing costs that would have been avoided if the expenditure on
the qualifying asset had not been made. if the construction is financed out of general borrowing then:

• the borrowing costs capitalised should be calculated with reference to the weighted average cost of
borrowings

• the weighted average calculation should exclude borrowings to finance a specific purpose or building.
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in the case of superhero, although there are two loans, neither is for a specific purpose, and so the weighted
average cost of the lions should be used to determine the borrowing cost rate for capitalisation purposes. the
correct calculation of the weighted average borrowing rate is therefore:

(€7.2 x 5%) + ((€1.2 x 6.5%)/8.4 = 5% (approximately)

1 february 2015 is the date at which the capitalisation can start (therefore 5 months)

amount to be capitalised is therefore:

€1m x 5% x 5/12 = €20,833.

an adjustment to correct finance costs capitalised in error is needed amounting to € 19,500 (43,333-20,833). ppe
will need to be reduced by €20,833and sploci will be reduced by €20,833.

Issue 4
candidates should provide a brief explanation of the key accounting entries. in particular, they should refer to the
re-measurement adjustments and their direct effect on oci.

Asset Obligation P&L OCI
€’000 €’000 €’000 €’000

at 1 July 2014 opening balances 4,500 5,550
debit credit

current service cost sploci obligation 720 (720)
past service costs sploci obligation 525 (525)
benefits paid obligation asset (863) (863)
contributions paid asset bank 615
net interest expense:
asset asset p&l finance 225 225
obligation p&l finance
obligation

4,477 6,208

re-measurement 
-fair value gain 
on asset asset oci 2,093 2,093
re-measurement 
actuarial loss on 
obligation oci obligation 2,155 (2,155)
at 30 June 2015 closing balances – a&o 6,570 8,363 (1,296) (62)

the net obligation in the sofp at 30 June is €1,793,000.

Issue 5
under ias17 Leases the machine should be classified as a finance lease as superhero is leasing the asset for the
whole of its useful life and is responsible for the maintenance of the machine during that period. therefore, as per
ias17, the risks and rewards of ownership should be deemed to have passed to the lessee.

the finance lease should be capitalised at its fair value of €627,200 and the lease set up as:

€ ‘000 € ‘000
dr ppe –cost (sofp) 627.2
cr lease liability 627.2

the asset should then be depreciated over its four year useful life giving a depreciation charge of €156,800.

€ ‘000 € ‘000
dr sploci 156.8
cr ppe –asset (sofp) 156.8
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the lease liability should then be reduced by the payments made and increased by interest- spreading the total
finance charge of €67,200 (€80,000 + (€153,600 x 4) - €627,200) over the period of the lease on the sum-of-the-
digits basis. the sum of the digits is 10 so the charge for 2015 is €26,880 (€67,200 x 4/10). the table below
illustrates the entries which should have been made (in sploci and sofp).

Year-ended Bal/bf Interest Payment Bal/cf
€ € € €

30 June 2015 (€627,200 - €80,000) 547,200 (4/10 x 67,200) 26,880 (153,600) 420,480
30 June 2016 420,480 (3/10 x 67,200) 20,160 (153,600) 287,040

the lease liability at 30 June 2015 is therefore €287,040 non-current and €133,440 (420,480 – 287,040) current.

Issue 6
ias38 Intangible Assets requires an instantiable asset to be recognised if, and only if, certain criteria are met.
regulatory approval on 1 septembers 2014 was the last criterion to be met, the other criteria have been met as
follows:

• intention to complete the asset is apparent as it is a major project with full support from the board
• finance is available as resources are focused on project
• costs can be reliably measured
• benefits expected to exceed costs (2 years?)
• an amount of €2.5m (€3m x 10/12) should be capitalised in the sofp representing the expenditure since 1

september. the expenditure prior to 1 september (2/12 x €3m) should be recognised as an expense,
retrospective recognition as an asset is not allowed.

ias 36 Impairment requires an intangible asset not yet available for use to be tested for impairment annually. a cash
flow of €2m in perpetuity would clearly have a present value in excess of €1m and hence there would be no
impairment. however, the research director is technically qualified so impairment tests should be based on her
estimate of a five-year remaining life and a present value of the future cost savings of €1.9m. this is greater than
the offer received (fair value less costs to sell) of €1.4m and should be used as the recoverable amount. the
carrying amount should be reduced to this amount and an impairment loss of €0.6m recognised in the profit and
loss for the year. 

€ ‘000 € ‘000
dr operating expenses- development expenditure 500
dr operating expenses – impairment of intangible 600
cr intangible assets-development expenditure 1,100

Issue 7
the event took place after the year end of the reporting period. if an event that occurs before the financial statements
are authorised for issue provides evidence of conditions which existed at the end of the reporting period then it is
classified as an adjusting event, and in such a case the financial statements must be adjusted to reflect it. the
flood does not fall into this category, and so is regarded as non-adjusting event in accordance with ias10 events
after the reporting period. however, the standard also provides that where non-adjusting events are material, and
where they could influence the economic decisions made by users, the events should be disclosed. disclosure
should comprise a description of the event and wither an estimate of its financial effect or a statement that such an
estimate cannot be made.

in this case, it is not clear whether the loss of €1.2m is material. however, the loss of 25% manufacturing capacity
is likely to be a material issue and therefore a disclosure should be made.

Issue 8
ifrs9 Financial Instruments financial assets can be measured at fair value through profit and loss or at amortised
cost. amortised cost is the cost of an asset or liability adjusted to give a constant effective interest rate over the life
of the asset or liability. financial assets not carried at fVtpl are subject to an impairment test. a financial asset
measured at amortised cost applies only to debt instruments and must be designated upon initial recognition. in this
instant, the financial assets initially measured at fair value plus transaction costs. ifrs9 requires debt instruments
to meet two tests (business model test and cash flow test) in order for it to be measured at amortised cost.
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amount that loan notes should be measured at on 1 July 2014:

proceeds €750,000 x 95% = €712,500
issue costs = €(13,000)

€699,500

Year Balance on 1 July Interest @ 7.25% Paid Balance on 30 June
€’000 €’000 €’000 €’000

2015 699.5 50.71 (22.5) 727.71
2016 727.71 52.76 (22.5) 757.97
2017 757.97 54.95 (22.5) 790.42
2018 790.42 57.31 (847.5) 0.23*

*
rounding 
sploci – for year-ended 30 June 2015 – finance costs €50.71(‘000)
sofp – 30 June 2015 €727.71

Issue 9
there should be a provision made for the personal injury claims amounting to 8 x €25,000 = €200,000. 

Leal claim (note)
during the year an accident at one of the company’s manufacturing plants caused a number of employees to suffer
injury. this provision is to cover personal injury claims made by individuals concerned. this provision is based on
lawyers’ best estimate of the likely amount at which the claims can reasonably be settled. it is hoped that the claims
will be settled in the next financial year. it is expected that the full amount of these claims will be reimbursed by the
insurance company following their payment.

Contingent liability
following the accident a number of employees have made claims for undue stress. based on lawyers’ advice the
company does not believe these claims will be successful. if such as case was to be successful, the estimated
pay-out would be €20,000.

(50 marks)

(ii) see appendix (10 marks)

(b) Potential issues that could be discussed
from the case there is an argument for suggesting that John aquaman appears to be applying pressure to
have accounting treatment of certain items in such a way that auditors will not query them. brian thor has
gone on sick leave due to stress that there appears to be a culture of autocratic management by John
aquaman. international financial reporting standards are very clear on the issues outlined in the case. in
particular, he seems to be suggesting that non-compliance with ifrs can be equated with the ‘true and fair
view’ override (per companies act).  in any event, ifrs are designed to operate in all legal environments so
they cannot provide for departures from the legal requirements in any particular country. ias1 presentation
of financial statements does allow non-compliance with ifrs, but only in extremely rare circumstances
where management concludes that compliance with ifrs would be so misleading as to conflict with the
objectives of general purpose financial reporting as set out in the iasb conceptual framework.

students may also have referred to the fact that the offer of a generous bonus is not acceptable ‘ethical’
practice. the pressure being applied to ensure that the year-end profit figure is as high as possible is not
acceptable. in terms of using historic costs, there is still options within certain accounting standards
(ias16/ias40) to use either historic cost or revaluation model, but the emphasis of the iasb (as evidenced
by the recent standard on fair value- ifrs13) is on valuing assets and liabilities at their fair value. fair
values are seen as being more relevant to users and will provide more relevant and consistent reporting.
the failure to report transactions involving financial instruments appropriately has potentially contributed to
a number of recent accounting scandals. the complexity of many financial instruments presents challenges
for financial reporting .significant judgements are required in determining fair values and classifying
instruments as equity or debt.

(16 marks)
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(c)
2015 2014

gross profit margin 17.65% 23.8%
interest cover 22 times 16.5 times
trade receivables days 114 days 78 days
trade payables days 162 days 82 days
current ratio 1.8 times 2.5 times
return on shareholders’ funds 5.4% 8%

revenue has fallen by 6.7% (15.3-16.4/16.4 x 100), and the gross profit percentage has reduced by a
significant amount. the reduction in gross profit may be attributable to smaller amount of work available due
to the economic downturn. this may have led to competitive pressures and reductions of margins. gobuild’s
operating margin has also reduced by 4%. savings have been made on administrative expenses as evidenced
by the 17% drop in these expenses. this is a positive factor but as a potential customer we would need
assurance that the quality of service has not suffered. finance costs are a low level, and interest cover gives
us no cause for concern. 

the reduction in margins follows through to the bottom line. profit after tax has suffered a significant reduction
(32%), and as a consequence, the earnings per share (eps) is also lower. While the position of the investors
is not the primary concern for us (we are potential customers), it is obviously helpful to the health and
prospects of the business if they continue to support it. the dividend has been maintained but it is not at a
high level relative to eps. We would need more information regarding the share price, the p/e ratio is
relatively low, but it is more or less in line with the sector average, and so there is no immediate concern.

the statement of financial position does not indicate significant investment in non-current assets. goodwill
presumably relates to acquisitions, although these must have been wholly owned as there is no non-controlling
interest in equity. goodwill has fallen indicating there may have been an impairment charge – more information
is required on this. ppe as expected in a business which rents rather than buys equipment is at a relatively
low level. it can be assumed that as a construction business, gobuild accounts for most of its activities under
ias11 construction contracts. this may explain the relatively low amounts of inventory. both receivables
and payables are relatively high and, although application of ias11 may have a role to play here, need to be
investigated. as indicated by the receivables and payables days, these have almost doubled in the last year.
the company has cash in hand but these figures are low relative to the high payables figures. current ratio
has deteriorated in the last year, although, this may be characteristic of the industry. gobuild’s long-term
borrowings are relatively low, with a consequent low level of finance costs. borrowings have reduced slightly
during the year. retained earnings are low and the company may have been recovering from a period of
heavy loss making. more information is needed on this point.

a good indicator of future prospects in this industry is the state of the order book. as per the case study, the
order book is very healthy for 2016 and 2017. We should review newspaper and other media reports about
gobuild to ensure that there has been no adverse reporting in relation to the company being unable to fulfil
contract terms etc.

because a construction contract will extend over several accounting periods, it is important for a customer to
have some indication of the financial stability of the contractor. the relatively low level of borrowings is
reassuring in this respect. on the other hand, the deterioration in the current ratio could be a cause for concern
in the future. also, the low level of profitability, while possibly typical for this type of industry, could be a
problem, in that only a small reduction in profitability could cause significant losses.

matters requiring further investigation

• further information on industry averages
• cash flow information
• further information regarding the order book – value of contracts etc
• share price has fallen – why?

(17 marks)
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(d) the financial reporting process is concerned with providing information that is useful in the business and
economic decision-making process. therefore a conceptual framework will form the theoretical basis for
determining which events should be accounted for, how they should be measured and how they should be
communicated to the user. although, theoretical in nature, a conceptual framework for financial reporting has
practical aims.

the danger of not having a conceptual framework is demonstrated in the way some countries’ standards
tend to be produced in a haphazard way. Where an agreed framework is in place, the iasb can act as the
architect – building accounting rules on the foundation of sound, agreed basic principles. the lack of a
conceptual framework means that fundamental principles are tackled more than once in different standards,
thus producing inconsistencies (e.g. prudence and matching). this leads to ambiguity and it affects the true
and fair concept of financial reporting. there is also the problem that standards become ever sophisticated
rules rather than principles governing financial reporting. a well thought out conceptual framework can also
help standard setters in resisting political interference (lobbying etc).

resolving practical issues
• can’t solve all the problems
• provides a set of coherent principles which can be used when devising alternatives
• framework can also provide guidance in the absence of accounting standard

however, unlikely to provide all the answers:
• financial statements are intended for a variety of users and it is not possible for a single framework to

satisfy all users. for example, social and environmental accounting issues.
• given the diversity of user requirements, there may be a need for a variety of accounting standards,

each produced for a different purpose
• there is an argument that the conceptual framework makes to task for preparing financial statements

more difficult.
• in creating the framework – who is deciding what accounting represents (i.e. is it the accountants who

are creating reality?).
• focus is on suppliers of capital and decision-making. What about the stewardship function of

accounting?
• private sector focus - what about the not-for-profit sector?

candidates should demonstrate their depth and breadth of reading in this area. (7 marks)

Appendix 
Revised Draft Consolidated Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income 

for the year end 30 June 2015

Adjustments

€’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000 €’000
draft (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (8) (9) final

revenue 13,240 6,000 (1,600) 11,640
cost of sales (8,825) (156.8) (8,982)
gross profit 4,415 2,658

distribution expenses (2,570) (2,570)
administrative 
expenses (800) (720) (1,100) (200) (3,345)
profit from operations 1,045 (525) (3,257)
finance costs (100) (474) (20.833) (276) (26.88) (50.71) (723)

225
profit before taxation 945 (3,980)
income tax (213) (213)
profit for the year 732 (4,193)
profit of bright 6,000
total profit for year 1,807
total comprehensive 
income for the period 732 1,807
profit attributable to group 307 
nci 1,500
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